. All bioisosteric replacements for 5-HT 1A R ligands belonging to: halogen (panel A), phenyl (B), hydroxyl (C), amide (D) and carbonyl (E) modifications. Total number of such replacements are given in the intersection field, along with the number of replacements which increase (X _ _), do not change (_ X _) and decrease (_ _ X). Desirable substitutions are backgrounded in green, ones decreasing the activity in red and not statistically influencing the activity in yellow. Figure S2 . All bioisosteric replacements for 5-HT 1B R ligands belonging to: halogen (panel A), phenyl (B), hydroxyl (C), amide (D) and carbonyl (E) modifications. Total number of such replacements are given in the intersection field, along with the number of replacements which increase (X _ _), do not change (_ X _) and decrease (_ _ X). Desirable substitutions are backgrounded in green, ones decreasing the activity in red and not statistically influencing the activity in yellow. Figure S3 . All bioisosteric replacements for 5-HT 1D R ligands belonging to: halogen (panel A), phenyl (B), hydroxyl (C), amide (D) and carbonyl (E) modifications. Total number of such replacements are given in the intersection field, along with the number of replacements which increase (X _ _), do not change (_ X _) and decrease (_ _ X). Desirable substitutions are backgrounded in green, ones decreasing the activity in red and not statistically influencing the activity in yellow. Figure S4 . All bioisosteric replacements for 5-HT 1E R ligands belonging to: halogen modifications. Total number of such replacements are given in the intersection field, along with the number of replacements which increase (X _ _), do not change (_ X _) and decrease (_ _ X). Desirable substitutions are backgrounded in green, ones decreasing the activity in red and not statistically influencing the activity in yellow. Total number of such replacements are given in the intersection field, along with the number of replacements which increase (X _ _), do not change (_ X _) and decrease (_ _ X). Desirable substitutions are backgrounded in green, ones decreasing the activity in red and not statistically influencing the activity in yellow. Table S1 . The most valuable substitutions for modifying ligands of one target to obtain promising ligands of another target. Only substitutions which appear at least five times in global analysis and with at least two time more examples of increasing affinity than decreasing (or vice versa) were taken into account. Chlorine to Bromine 8 7 1 0
